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Performing on TV commercials is bread and butter for actors. It not only helps them pay the rent while striving for recognition, frequently it
enables them to break into film, television and theater. Plus, acting in commercials can be a rewarding and lucrative career in itself. This
comprehensive workbook provides step-by-step training, along with commercial copy and other materials available on the publisher's
website. Acting in On-Camera Commercials covers every aspect of the field of performing inTV commercials. It is a reference book that will
serve the actor throughout all the years of his or her career. PRAISE FOR THE PREVIOUS EDITION "The book is filled with useful
information obviously mined from years of experience and success in the field by the authors. The exercises, demonstration copy and
practical advice mesh easily with the assignments in my syllabus. This is an excellent resource that will help my students understand the
requisite professional standards and develop the many skills necessary to compete in this complex business." Stephen Neal, Instructor,
Department of Theatre, Florida International University "I have just completed teaching a very successful course on Acting in Commercials,
thanks to Ruthe Geier-Price and Michael Geier's innovative course, as presented in their new book, Acting in On-Camera Commercials. The
students loved the very practical presentation of the material, the clever copy provided, and the visuals, as available in the photo illustrations.
The reviews presented at the ends of the chapters left no question as to the importance of the salient points. To make his or her mistakes in a
non-threatening environment, he or she avoids much of the trial by fire when they enter the actual audition experience." Barbara Lowery,
Professor, Performing Arts Department, Miami-Dade College
The difference between getting the shot and missing the shot comes down to split seconds and how you manage your gear and your
technique. In Outdoor Action and Adventure Photography professional adventure sports photographer Dan Bailey shows readers how to
react quickly to unfolding scenes and anticipate how the subject and the background might converge. Capturing those significant moments to
produce powerful imagery that evoke the feel and mood of adventure requires specialized skills and a wide variety of creative ideas. This
book teaches photographers how to think geometrically and how to pull together the elements that make for a successful shot, all while being
immersed in the action. The practical manual will improve your technique for creating more compelling adventure imagery, whether you’re
shooting ultra-marathoners splattered in mud, rock climbers in a crevasse, or mountain bikers hurtling past you. In this book, you’ll: •
Discover the necessary equipment for shooting action, learn how to use it to its full potential, and develop a comprehensive adventure
photography camera system that you can adapt to different shooting situations. • Learn specific techniques and creative ideas that help you
freeze the moment and create images that convey excitement, mood, and the feel of adventure. • Learn advanced skills that can help you
start defining your own particular style of action photography and create a "brand" of photography that’s based around your passion and your
vision. • Examine case studies that break down the process for shooting different types of action subjects and see the nuts and bolts of how
to create powerful imagery from start to finish.
Depicting Canada’s Children is a critical analysis of the visual representation of Canadian children from the seventeenth century to the
present. Recognizing the importance of methodological diversity, these essays discuss understandings of children and childhood derived
from depictions across a wide range of media and contexts. But rather than simply examine images in formal settings, the authors take into
account the components of the images and the role of image-making in everyday life. The contributors provide a close study of the evolution
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of the figure of the child and shed light on the defining role children have played in the history of Canada and our assumptions about them.
Rather than offer comprehensive historical coverage, this collection is a catalyst for further study through case studies that endorse
innovative scholarship. This book will be of interest to scholars in art history, Canadian history, visual culture, Canadian studies, and the
history of children.
This book illustrates the many ways that actors contribute to American independent cinema. Analyzing industrial developments, it examines
the impact of actors as writers, directors, and producers, and as stars able to attract investment and bring visibility to small-scale productions.
Exploring cultural-aesthetic factors, the book identifies the various traditions that shape narrative designs, casting choices, and performance
styles. The book offers a genealogy of industrial and aesthetic practices that connects independent filmmaking in the studio era and the
1960s and 1970s to American independent cinema in its independent, indie, indiewood, and late-indiewood forms. Chapters on actors’
involvement in the evolution of American independent cinema as a sector alternate with chapters that show how traditions such as
naturalism, modernism, postmodernism, and Third Cinema influence films and performances.
Rethinking Photography is an accessible and illuminating critical introduction to the practice and interpretation of photography today. Peter
Smith and Carolyn Lefley closely link critical approaches to photographic practices and present a detailed study of differing historical and
contemporary perspectives on social and artistic functions of the medium, including photography as art, documentary forms, advertising and
personal narratives. Richly illustrated full colour images throughout connect key concepts to real world examples. It also includes: Accessible
book chapters on key topics including early photography, photography and industrial society, the rise of photography theory, critical
engagement with anti-realist trends in the theory and practice of photography, photography and language, photography education, and
photography and the creative economy Specific case studies on photographic practices include snapshot and portable box cameras, digital
and mobile phone cultures, and computer-generated imagery Critical summaries of current photography theoretical studies in the field,
displaying how critical theory has been mapped on to working practices of photographers and students In-depth profiles of selected key
photographers and theorists and studies of their professional practices Assessment of photography as a key area of contemporary aesthetic
debate Focused and critical study of the world of working photographers beyond the horizons of the academy. Rethinking Photography
provides readers with an engaging mix of photographic case studies and an accessible exploration of essential theory. It is the perfect guide
for students of Photography, Fine Art, Art History, and Graphic Design as well as practitioners from any background wishing to understand
the place of photography in global societies today.

By using photography as a storytelling medium, the cinematographer plays a key role in translating a screenplay into
images and capturing the director's vision of a film. This volume presents in-depth interviews with 13 prominent
cinematographers, who discuss their careers and the art and craft of feature film cinematography. The interviewees—who
represent the spectrum of big-budget Hollywood and low-budget independent filmmaking from the sixties through the
nineties—talk about their responsibilities, including lighting, camera movement, equipment, cinematic grammar, lenses,
film stocks, interpreting the script, the budget and schedule, and the psychological effect of images. Each interview is
preceded by a short biography and a selected filmography, which provide the background for a detailed analysis of the
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photographic style and technique of many highly acclaimed and seminal films.
John Harrop examines how we think and speak about acting. Addressing himself to the intellectual problems associated
with the idea of acting, it covers the range of actor training and practice from Stanislavski to the Post-Modern, and looks
at the spiritual and moral purposes of acting within society: its danger and self-sacrifice.
Acting the PartPhotography as TheatreMerrell Pub Limited
Readers will read about the basic tools they will need to get their kids started in the entertainment industry, a bunch of
tips and tricks along the way, and find out how a so-called "talent agency" scams unsuspecting families out of thousands
of dollars. Get informed so you don't get ripped off. This second edition is completely revised and loaded with useful
advice to help parents and children navigate their way through the entertainment industry. Just a few of the subjects
covered in this book:getting professional photos on a budget; creating a resume even if you have no credits; marketing
your children effectively; audition do's and dont's; practice scenes and monologues; complete listings of casting
companies and talent agencies working with kids; direct advice from agents, stage moms, and a working child actor; and
a reference section of pay rates, financial advice, industry terms, studio addresses, and industry phone numbers and
Internet links
On Flinching explores the cultural history of flinches, winces, cringes and starts in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Taking the flinches of scientific observers as its starting point, it likens scientific experiments to the emotional
interactions between audiences and actors in the theatre of this period.
This title explores one of the most central but often overlooked aspects of cinema: film acting. Combining classic and recent essays, it
examines key issues. What constitutes film acting? How is film acting different from stage acting? How has film acting changed over the
years?.
"Acting the Part is the first major history of staged photography. Analysing many key works, from Hippolyte Bayard's 1840 self-depiction as a
suicide by drowning to Man Ray's 1923 portrait of Marcel Duchamp posing as his alter ego, Rrose Selavy, Cindy Sherman's Untitled Film
Stills of the 1970s, and Yinka Shonibare's 1998 Diary of a Victorian Dandy, it traces the genre from its mid-nineteenth-century origins to the
present day." "Illustrated throughout with works ranging from the earliest salted paper prints and daguerreotypes to today's digitally
manipulated images, Acting the Part is an authoritative survey of this enduring and highly creative branch of photography. It makes an
argument for the importance of the staged photograph within the history of the medium and demonstrates its intrinsic artistic value."--BOOK
JACKET.
If you want to feel good about your life without the muss and fuss of eating grapefruits for weeks on end, counting calories in the dairy aisle,
or eating ghastly sugar-free cookies, Crispin Porter + Bogusky introduces Eating the Angus Diet. In this book, Dr. Angus supplies the reader
with a roadmap for living what he calls "The Good Life." An exciting and refreshing approach (mostly because it's not a real diet book or even
a real diet), Eating the Angus Diet covers a wide range of seemingly unrelated topics. From "How to Eat Food that Tastes Good" to "Catching
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a Greased Pig," Dr. Angus illustrates his "lifestyle plan" designed for anybody who is ready to take a great big bite out of life. Eating the
Angus Diet is a must-read for anyone with a whole lot of time to burn.
"Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) was one of the most influential scientists and thinkers of his age. A Prussian-born geographer,
naturalist, explorer, and illustrator, he was a prolific writer whose books graced the shelves of American artists, scientists, philosophers, and
politicians. Humboldt visited the United States for six weeks in 1804, engaging in a lively exchange of ideas with such figures as Thomas
Jefferson and the painter Charles Willson Peale. It was perhaps the most consequential visit by a European traveler in the young nation's
history, one that helped to shape an emerging American identity grounded in the natural world. In this beautifully illustrated book, Eleanor
Jones Harvey examines how Humboldt left a lasting impression on American visual arts, sciences, literature, and politics. She shows how he
inspired a network of like-minded individuals who would go on to embrace the spirit of exploration, decry slavery, advocate for the welfare of
Native Americans, and extol America's wilderness as a signature component of the nation's sense of self. Harvey traces how Humboldt's
ideas influenced the transcendentalists and the landscape painters of the Hudson River School, and laid the foundations for the Smithsonian
Institution, the Sierra Club, and the National Park Service. Alexander von Humboldt and the United States looks at paintings, sculptures,
maps, and artifacts, and features works by leading American artists such as Albert Bierstadt, George Catlin, Frederic Church, and Samuel F.
B. Morse"-Do you want to become an actor but aren't sure where to start, or would you like to further your acting career and get more auditions? Then
this is book is for you. An essential guide to getting into acting and a helpful resource for aspiring actors or those who are at the beginning of
their acting career. BOOK CONTENT: - Tips on getting started. - Getting actor headshots that get you auditions. - Developing your resume
and contacts. - Getting auditions without an agent. - List of casting sites and resources. - Getting over audition nerves. - Interviews and tips
from established actors incl. Will Kemp (on the cover). LONDON PHOTO PORTFOLIOS. All photography in this book was taken by the
renowned photographer Zuzana Breznanikova who is based in London. Zuzana is best known for her unique aesthetics and monochromatic
actor portraiture and the ability to capture the essence of a person. Part of the proceeds from the sales of the book will be used to sponsor
photography exhibitions to aid cancer charities.

Photography explores the photograph in the twenty-first century and its importance as a media form. Stephen Bull
considers our media-saturated society and the place of photography in everyday life, introducing the theories used to
analyse photographs and exploring the impact of digital technology. The text is split into short, accessible chapters on the
broad themes central to the study and analysis of photography, and key issues are explained and applied to visual
examples in each chapter. Topics covered include: the identity of photography the meanings of photographs photography
for sale snapshots the photograph as document photography as art photographs in fashion photography and celebrity.
Photography is an up-to-date, clear and comprehensive introduction to debates about photography now and is
particularly useful to media, photography and visual culture students.
'At last, the past has arrived! Performing Remains is Rebecca Schneider's authoritative statement on a major topic of
interest to the field of theatre and performance studies. It extends and consolidates her pioneering contributions to the
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field through its interdisciplinary method, vivid writing, and stimulating polemic. Performing Remains has been eagerly
awaited, and will be appreciated now and in the future for its rigorous investigations into the aesthetic and political
potential of reenactments.' - Tavia Nyong'o, Tisch School of the Arts, New York University 'I have often wondered where
the big, important, paradigm-changing book about re-enactment is: Schneider’s book seems to me to be that book. Her
work is challenging, thoughtful and innovative and will set the agenda for study in a number of areas for the next decade.'
- Jerome de Groot, University of Manchester Performing Remains is a dazzling new study exploring the role of the fake,
the false and the faux in contemporary performance. Rebecca Schneider argues passionately that performance can be
engaged as what remains, rather than what disappears. Across seven essays, Schneider presents a forensic and unique
examination of both contemporary and historical performance, drawing on a variety of elucidating sources including the
"America" plays of Linda Mussmann and Suzan-Lori Parks, performances of Marina Abramovic ? and Allison Smith, and
the continued popular appeal of Civil War reenactments. Performing Remains questions the importance of representation
throughout history and today, while boldly reassessing the ritual value of failure to recapture the past and recreate the
"original."
Though movies have remained our foremost cultural pastime for over 100 years, many of us still know very little about
the tools used to create them. In this groundbreaking new book, Vincent LoBrutto provides an enjoyable and accessible
education in the art of cinema: using 50 landmark films spanning the history of the medium, LoBrutto illustrates such
important concepts as editing, production design, cinematography, sound, screen acting, narrative structure, and various
genres, nationalities, and film eras. Each concept is illustrated by the selection of a film that epitomizes its use, so that
readers will learn about film authorship in Citizen Kane, multiplot narrative in Nashville, widescreen filmmaking in Rebel
without a Cause, and screen violence in The Wild Bunch. Explaining the various tricks of the moviemaking trade,
Becoming Film Literate offers a crash course in cinema, one designed to give even the novice reader a solid introduction
to this complex and multifaceted medium. Though movies have remained our foremost cultural pastime for over 100
years, many of us still know very little about the tools used to create them. In this groundbreaking new book, Vincent
LoBrutto provides an enjoyable and accessible education in the art of cinema: using 50 landmark films spanning the
history of the medium, LoBrutto illustrates such important concepts as editing, production design, cinematography,
sound, screen acting, narrative structure, and various genres, nationalities, and film eras. Each concept is illustrated by
the selection of a film that epitomizes its use, so that readers will learn about film authorship in Citizen Kane, multiplot
narrative in Nashville, widescreen filmmaking in Rebel without a Cause, and screen violence in The Wild Bunch.
Providing a unique opportunity to become acquainted with important movies and the elements of their greatness,
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Becoming Film Literate offers a crash course in cinema, one designed to give even the novice reader a solid introduction
to this complex and multifaceted medium.
When it was first published in 1993, Secrets of Screen Acting broke new ground in explaining how acting for the camera
is different from acting on stage. Reaction time is altered, physical timing and placement are reconceived, and the
proportions of the digital frame itself become the measure of all things, so the director must conceptualize each image in
terms of this new rectangle and actors must 'fit' into the frame. Based on a revolutionary non-Method approach to acting,
this book shows what actually works: how an actor, an announcer--anyone working in front of the cameras--gives
excellent performances on screen. Instead of starting with what is real and trying to wrestle that onto the screen, Patrick
Tucker explains how to work with the realities of a shoot and work from there towards the real. His step-by-step guide to
the elements of effective screen acting is an extension and explanation of a lifetime of work in the field, containing over
50 acting exercises and the tried-and-tested Screen Acting Checklist. As well as being completely updated to cover new
techniques, film references and insights, this third edition now includes a set of Film Clip Time Codes for each film. These
not only itemise the films discussed in each chapter, but also pinpoint the precise moments where each example can be
found so that students, teachers, and professional actors can refer to them quickly and easily.
This is an innovative introduction to the use of photography, collaborative video, drawing, objects, multi-media production
and installation in research. Claudia Mitchell explains how visual methods can be used as modes of inquiry as well as
modes of representation for social research. She provides a range of conceptual and practical approaches to a variety of
tools and methods, while also highlighting the interpretive and ethical issues that arise when engaging in visual research.
She draws on her own work throughout to offer extensive examples from a variety of settings and with various
populations.
Effective commercial portraiture is heavily reliant on clean, crisp lighting looks that emphasize color, contrast, contours,
and texture to allow viewers of magazines, newspapers, television, and movies to view a product or model/celebrity in a
precise and predetermined way that suits the overall marketing campaign and leaves viewers with a specific, conscripted
feeling about the product /person being shown. Crafting this type of polished lighting requires absolute proficiency with
the tools of the trade, from flash, to beauty lights, to softboxes, to gobos and gels. It also requires thinking outside the box
to create lighting with a “hook”—a certain quality that binds the look to the brand identity and can be carried out
repeatedly across several advertising campaigns. Whether you are producing album cover art, lingerie shoots for an
intimates catalog, or production stills for television shows or movies, Jennifer Emery will give you the technical and
creative skill set you need to thrive artistically, work efficiently with models and set designers, and win repeat clients.
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Beginning with essential strategies for finding and casting talent, paying/trading with that talent, and creating an open
dialogue throughout the directorial stages, Jennifer builds a solid foundation from which the artistic concept can spring
forth. In the following chapters, she presents text and images that will instruct readers on creating numerous
looks/projects, including: (1) Beauty lighting for beauty/cosmetics ads (2) High-Key Lighting for a magazine cover shoot,
(3) Lighting groups for a movie/TV poster, (4) Sculpting light for boudoir/lingerie/swimsuit/nude photograph, (5) Working
with speedlights/flash for editorial fashion and lifestyle shoots, and (6) Lighting exterior locations for high fashion and
fashion editorial work. Armed with these skills, photographers will be able to approach any commercial lighting job with a
repertoire of skills, an ability to overcome challenges, and the confidence needed to nail the shot every time.
The acting profession is increasingly drawing more and more actors of Asian descent. Yet, even with the success of
television programs (Martial Law), films (Mulan), and even Broadway plays (Miss Saigon) that include Asian characters,
there are still limited roles for these actors. In the past, Asian characters like Charlie Chan and Fu Manchu were played
by non-Asian actors in makeup. Many of the roles available for Asians today tend to be stereotypical: kung-fu sidekicks,
emasculated or gang-member males, sexually accessible females, comic characters with a poor command of English.
Seldom are Asian actors cast in race-neutral roles. Despite these obstacles, many excellent Asian actors continue to
seek their places on screen and stage. This analysis of Asian American opportunities and experiences in the acting
profession features the narratives of both aspiring and established Asian-American actors, providing a detailed
examination of the opportunities, prejudices, and fears they face and the goals they set for themselves. The book covers
the insights of both New York and Hollywood based actors, both the well known and the up-and-coming, and includes
photographs, bibliography and index.
Feature film has done more than any other medium to shape the image of Martin Luther held by the common public in
the 20th century. Luther films have always - apart from the very earliest - been ambitious undertakings, staffed by
personnel that include leading representatives of theology and expert consultants in ecclesiastical history. Nonetheless,
the Luther film has been largely bypassed by traditional Luther scholarship. The status of the historic figure as a national
myth in Germany and a Church founder in America required a cinematic concept that was closely linked with theological
issues as well as the self-image of the Lutheran Church. The present study is chiefly concerned with working out the
interests brought to bear on each film project by its initiators and the impact each has made on the image of Luther in film
in its historical context. There is no other medium that allows for a clearer reading of the history of the change in the
Lutheran mindset during the past century than in film. This mass medium shows how scholarship, whether in respect to
psychology or the interpretation of the Reformation as a media reformation, was popularized. Moreover, the film fairly
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consistently sticks to the positive image of the hero. Whereas the view of Luther in German films increasingly
emphasized the nationalist element until 1927, since 1953 the Anglo-American tradition has placed the emphasis on the
element of liberation from conventional thinking, and from the authorities of the Middle Ages as well as on new
beginnings. That was the image that became the basis for all later filmic representation. Therefore it is legitimate to speak
of an Americanization of Luther in film. Some main aspects of Luther's image can be seen in both the European and the
American traditions. Moreover, viewer response to the Luther film has shown itself to be an indicator of the degree of
secularisation in a society. It also shows whether and if so, how strongly, links to a particular religious affiliation are
perceived at a given time.
"Cabinet cards were America's main format for photographic portraiture through last three decades of the nineteenth
century. Standardized at 6 1/2-by-4 1/4-inches, they were just large enough to reveal extensive detail, leading to the
incorporation of elaborate poses, backdrops, and props. Inexpensive and sold by the dozen, they transformed getting
one's portrait made from a formal event taken up once or twice in a lifetime into a commonplace practice shared with
friends. The cards reinforced middle class Americans' sense of family. They allowed people to show off their material
achievements and comforts, and the best cards projected an informal immediacy that encouraged viewers feel
emotionally connected with those portrayed. The phenomenon even led sitters to act out before the camera. By making
photographs an easygoing fact of life, the cards set the root for the snapshot and even today's photo sharing. This firstever in-depth examination of the cabinet card phenomena, assembled by Dr. John Rohrbach, senior curator of
photographs at the Amon Carter Museum of American Art, takes the form of a major travelling exhibition and book. The
project finds its roots in the work of New York City photography Napoleon Sarony who, starting in the 1860s, made
cabinet cards his central tool for marketing the stars of the day. The project reveals how in reaction to the cards' ubiquity,
photographers across the United States worked assiduously to set their businesses apart through use of elaborate, often
incongruous, backdrops, overlays, and promotional advertising printed on both sides of the cards. It highlights how the
cards transformed photography from a formal event into an avenue for personal expression where sitters took full
advantage of photography's realism while openly playing with the medium's believability. In short, cabinet cards made
photography modern. Essays by Rohrbach, Salvesen, and Pauwels address how cabinet cards reflected and
encouraged the wide embrace of photography (Rohrbach), an in-depth essay on California photographer R. J. Arnold,
who built a successful small-town business on the cabinet card (Salvesen), and an essay on New York City photographer
Napoleon Sarony's innovative efforts using his patented Posing Apparatus"-"This account of photography and cinema shows how the two media are not separate but in fact have influenced each
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other since their inception. David Campany explores photographers on screen, photographic and filmic stillness,
photographs in film, the influence of photography on cinema, and the photographer as a filmmaker"--OCLC
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